The Village Financial Management System, A Policy Towards Independent Villages
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Abstract

The ultimate focus of this research is to find out how to improve the capabilities of the Village Apparatus and the preparation of the Guidance Book for IT-based Village Finance Administration towards Good Village Governance. Then, this research also focuses on mentoring activities in 15 villages in Gempol sub-district. Assistance results in 15 villages in Gempol Subdistrict, Pasuruan Regency, show that village financial management software can be applied properly. Assistance results in 15 villages in Gempol Subdistrict, Pasuruan Regency, show that village financial management software can be applied properly. Although there are still some difficulties in implementation due to the lack of skills of the village apparatus due to age and parameter constraints that need to be adjusted. In general, the software still needs to be refined related to the filling and storage stages that are still considered inefficient. On the other hand, a tutorial guide book that has been tested from several aspects is considered very adequate. The usefulness of the village financial management guide book is very helpful for beginners in applying village financial management software.
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INTRODUCTION

The existance of Law No. 6 of 2014 concerning villages brings its own opportunities and challenges. The opportunity to create a prosperous village is increasingly open due to the fact that this Law has regulated 10% of the state budget channeled to the village. With this budget, the village is given the authority to use the existing budget to realize a prosperous village. Like two sides of a coin, between expectations and challenges cannot be separated. The budget of 10% of the state budget is certainly not a small amount for rural development (Winarsi and Kristianti 2017; Wibisono et al. 2017). Therefore, the budget management and management is an inseparable challenge. Abusing potential or "CORRUPTION" will always be there. Learning from the previous experience, decentralization that gives "excessive" authority to the local level (grassroots) is considered as a hasty policy. Moreover, referring to scientists who are members of the International Crisis Group (ICG), the decentralization policy that was
implemented in 1999 as "The Big Bang" began (Irawati: 2010; et al. 2018; (Desire 2014) ) Desire, 2014.). Of course, this new Village Law must be outside the black box of the errors of autonomy at the previous local level.

The Village Financial Management Guidelines, which are the implementing regulations of Law No. 32 of 2004 concerning Regional Government, state that village financial management is carried out by village officials, among others, the Village Treasurer and the Village Financial Management Technical Implementation (PTPKD). The results of the preliminary research that had been carried out where during the socialization of village financial management to 7500 head of village in East Java in 2014 found a picture that there was very little capacity of the village head and his apparatus in the management and administration of village finance at this time.

Village financial portraits are recorded in the form of APBDesa which should be managed in a transparent, accountable, participatory and orderly manner and budget discipline in accordance with the laws and regulations. APBDesa as an instrument of public policy has an important and strategic role for the village government in carrying out government and implementing development in the framework of service to the community. APBDesa preparation as part of the village financial planning and budgeting process also has a strategic position in village financial management. The success of the village government in preparing the APBDesa is the first step to the success of the next village financial management stage. Therefore, a good understanding of the village budget policy is absolutely needed by the village apparatus as the implementer of village financial management (Makalalag et al., 2017; Kuncoro et al., 2012).

Referring to the results of the first year research conducted in Pasuruan Regency, problems that often arise related to the drafting of the APBDesa are caused by several factors, namely the weakness of human resources in understanding and implementing the APBDesa policy, the low skill of the village apparatus in using computers, and Village financial software designed by BPKP still does not accommodate detailed tax calculations that must be paid by the village treasurer.

The problem with most village governments that cannot compile the APBDesa according to the budget cycle time schedule is more due to the factors of the scope of village government financial management and the village government financial planning and budgeting cycle. Both the financial management scope and the village government planning and budgeting cycle are not independent, but are tied to the scope of financial management and the supra village government planning and budgeting cycle. From the results of the study, the purpose of this study is how to improve the ability of the Village Apparatus and the preparation of the Book Tutorial Guide for IT-based Village Finance Administration towards Good Village Governance (Andry and Handrian 2017; Ojha and Pandey 2017).

METHOD

This study falls under the category of a research and development. The development research method contains three main component: (1) development models, (2) development procedures, and (3) product trials. This research and development model was adapted from the development model of (Pannen and
The steps of this research are preliminary analysis, curriculum analysis, analysis of student characteristics, writing and preparation of teaching materials, product testing, revision, final products.

Data collection instruments were classified into two parts: (1) pre-development data collection instruments and (2) post-development data collection instruments. The flow of research to be carried out is as follows:

a. The definition phase is carried out at the beginning of the study. At this stage, identification of village apparatus resources is spread in 10 villages in Gempol sub-district, Pasuruan regencies, the constraints faced in managing APBDesa.

b. Construction phase is the stage of completing the activities that will be carried out in improving the capability of the village apparatus that have been reviewed from stage 1, as well as preliminary design of the table of contents of the village financial administration guide book by observing the process of the village financial system software created by BPKP. After the initial draft of the Village Finance Administration guide booklet was completed, expert judgment was carried out by competent experts in validity testing.

Instrument Validation

The instrument used in the validation is a questionnaire. This questionnaire uses a Likert scale (4 scales). The criteria for each rating scale are as follows:

a. Score 4 if it is very good / very interesting / very clear / very easy / very appropriate / very feasible
b. Score 3 if it is good / interesting / clear / easy / appropriate
c. Score 2 if not good / not interesting / not clear / not easy / inappropriate / not feasible
d. Score 1 if it is not good / very unattractive / very unclear / very not easy / very inappropriate.

The questionnaire used as an instrument in the validation of the tutorial book also contains a comment section and suggestions from the validator as the material for the next revision.

Data Analysis Technique

For qualitative data, the analysis carried out is an analysis of suggestions, responses, and criticisms from the validator, while for quantitative data analysis used percentage analysis techniques, with the formula:

\[ P = \frac{\sum x}{\sum x1} \times 100\% \]

Whereby,

\( P \) = Percentage
\( \sum x \) = Number of answers of all respondents in 1 item
\( \sum x1 \) = Number of ideal answers in 1 item

After being analyzed, to determine the conclusion of each item that is validated, the following criteria are applied:
Table 1. Validation Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANSWER</th>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80 – 100</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 – 79</td>
<td>Quite Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 – 59</td>
<td>Less Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 – 39</td>
<td>Not Valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The research on Soft-ware development of Village Financial Management towards Good Village Governance in the second year focuses on two main activities that are mentoring the implementation of village financial software that has been developed in the first year and creating a village financial management tutorial guide book. Before making the initial activity, the activities carried out were to disseminate the village financial software to village officials in 15 villages in Gempol subdistrict of Pasuruan Regency.

A description of the mentoring report in 15 villages in Gempol Subdistrict by each facilitator will be presented in detail in the following sub-topics:

**Wonosuryo**
Overall, the Wonosunyo Village Treasurer stated that it was greatly helped by the Village Financial System application, even though there were some technical things such as the incompatibility of application parameters with the village conditions and the need for the Village Treasurer to understand more about Village Financial System which are still new things.

**Wonosari**
Village Financial System of Wonosari Village Operators are held by the Village Secretary, this is due to the lack of human resources which makes the Village Secretary have to be concurrently in charge. Even so, Village Financial System can run well and without problems because the early application of Village Financial System has begun in 2016 so that it is not new to the Wonosari Village device.

**Sumbersuko**
As in Wonosari Village, Sumbersuko Village gives Village Financial System operator assignments not to the Village Treasurer but this is not a problem if Village Financial System can be operated properly. Village Financial System operators complain that the training provided is less than optimal so that there are various things that are not well understood.

**Negerong**
The implementation of Village Financial System in Ngerong Village can run well, this is conveyed by Operatos Village Financial System if the problems that occur can be resolved and when this study Ngerong Village has arrived at the completion stage of SPJ.

**Kepulungan**
Like Ngerong Village, Kepulungan Village can implement Village Financial System well. The Village Secretary said that if human resources in Kepulungan
Village have sufficient capacity to overcome various obstacles related to village financial management.

**Randupitu**
The Village Treasurer who is also the Village Financial System operator can implement Village Financial System well, where when the assistance is carried out, the Village has issued semester 1 SPJ.

**Kejapanan**
The parameter problems that do not suit the needs of the village are one of the obstacles experienced by the Kejapanan Village Financial System Operator. Village Financial System operators are not able to understand the implementation of education systems so that there is a need for ongoing mentoring and training.

**Carat**
Village Financial System of Carat Village operators complained about the parameters that were less specific and Village Financial System who were less flexible with village needs. This happens because there is a lack of adaptation to the system so that the village has not been able to carry out the implementation properly according to the needs of the village.

**Watukosek**
Some technical constraints conveyed by the Village Treasurer related to parameters that are not in accordance with the Village. In addition, there were several obstacles related to budgeting and administration of village finance in the implementation of Village Financial System.

**Karangrejo**
As in other villages, several technical issues related to village finance administration were experienced by the Karangrejo Village Treasurer. However, this was conveyed if due to human error and lack of village treasurer in understanding the system.

**Bulusari**
The treasurer of Bulusari Village complained that Village Financial System were less efficient because the system could not automatically change when there was a change in nominal data. In addition, a number of technical constraints occurred when the initial data input to Village Financial System began.

**Jerukpurut**
Unlike the other villages, Jerukpurut Village has not absorbed Village Financial System. The Village Treasurer revealed that there was no coordination with the village superintendents so that the Village did not have Village Financial System software yet.

**Winong**
The Village Treasurer of Winong revealed that if there were no serious obstacles in operating Village Financial System. Furthermore, he revealed that with Village
Financial System the process of village financial management becomes more efficient.

**Legok**

Problems related to parameters that are not in accordance with the Village are also one of the problems in Legok Village. Another obstacle faced was the difficulty of Village Financial System Operators in the implementation of village financial management systems.

**Gempol**

Some obstacles related to village financial management can be handled well by Gempol Village. Then the Village Financial System Operator of Gempol Village explained that Village Financial System were very helpful, effective and efficient.

Products developed in the form of Village Financial Management tutorial books. Based on the results of the product trials, it was obtained a mean of 4.42 from a scale of 5 and a percentage of 88.56 which indicated that the guidebook was very valid. The average values and percentages are obtained based on the assessment of: (1) aspects of the contents of the content, (2) aspects of presentation feasibility, (3) aspects of language feasibility, and (4) aspects of the feasibility of graphics.

From the feasibility aspect, the contents of the guidebook were obtained with a mean of 4.14 and a percentage of 82.86 which showed a valid guidebook. Based on quantitative and qualitative data validation of the feasibility aspects of the contents of the guidebook, the revision is done by (1) labeling each model that has been analyzed, the model used exercises analysis, concept conclusions, and training in a concrete manner so that there is no difference in understanding with the reader.

From the aspect of feasibility the presentation of the guidebook is obtained with a mean of 4.41 and a percentage of 88.23 which shows the manual is very valid. Based on quantitative and qualitative data validation aspects of the content of the guidebook, revisions are made by: (1) giving a list of references to the images used, (2) completing the list of available sources, (3) detailing the table of contents, (4) improving the appearance of pages. ii and iii, (5) replacing the title that describes the contents of the section and and (5) improving the appearance of the photo.

From the aspect of language feasibility the guidebook was obtained with a mean of 3.95 and the percentage of 78.93 which showed the teaching material was very valid. Based on quantitative and qualitative data validation aspects of the guideline, the revision is done by (1) replacing the subtitles on the parts of teaching materials, (2) changing the term "edition" to refer to the chapters of teaching materials, (3) the concept map is made more complete by presenting the critical thinking skills developed, and (4) the titles in this teaching material are replaced (Hehamahua, 2015; Veljković, et al 2014; Schmidhuber, et al 2017; Mondale et al. 2017).

From the feasibility aspect, the graphic material of teaching material is obtained with a mean of 4.38 and the percentage of 87.81 which shows the teaching material is very valid. Based on quantitative and qualitative data validation
aspects of the guideline feasibility, the revisions were carried out by: (1) changing the picture in the guidebook, (2) correcting the cover, (3) changing the font size in the title and subtitle, (4) improving the appearance on page ii and iii, and (5) change the color in parts of the guidebook.

**CONCLUSION**

The results of mentoring in 15 villages in Gempol Subdistrict Pasuruan Regency showed that the village financial management software (*Siskuedes*) could be applied properly. Although there are still some difficulties in implementation because of various factors, the skills of the village apparatus are still lacking due to age, lack of training, and so on. In addition, in terms of technical constraints, the parameters need to be adjusted to each village’s topography.

In general, the software still needs to be refined related to the filling and storage stages that are still considered inefficient. On the other hand, a tutorial guide book that has been tested from several aspects is considered very adequate. The usefulness of village financial management manuals is very helpful for beginners in applying village financial management software.
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